Adrian Egginton
Technical Director
Adrian shapes, builds and delivers the technical support services and with supreme technical
skills, quickly established Voip Unlimited’s renowned reputation for innovatively delivering some of
the most complex IT solutions. Adrian’s tuition and team management, holds the backbone to the
fast-growth of the business as word soon travelled in the channel about the reliable ITSP with true
capabilities and consistent delivery, on each and every project.
Before previously owning other businesses and gaining all the lessons and scars from founding
and selling companies, Adrian began his career with an apprenticeship with Schlumberger. By
learning what quickly became a very natural skillset for technical engineering, he moved into
industrial systems where his early career then involved Aero-engine testing on a wide range of
turbines including those manufactured by Rolls Royce helicopters division. Adrian then founded
a data acquisition company which he led for 23 years before exiting and joining Mark Pillow to
challenge the VoIP market.
Adrian’s technical competency, talent to enrich and coordinate what can be considered impossible,
has ensured phenomenal organic growth. Fortifying Voip’s prosperity in an ever-changing market,
has earned him the continuation of a long reputation as a competent and genuine business owner.
Adrian has earned respect amongst all large Channel resellers, carriers and vendors alike and
continues to this day with his team of highly skilled engineers to create some of the most unique
voice and data solutions, across the UK and Europe.
When Adrian isn’t on top of the network monitoring and finding new and exciting ways of continuing
Voip Unlimited’s growth, he is thrashing his opponents on the tennis court or doing his hours for his
pilot’s license before chilling out on long walks with his wife and dogs.
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